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Abram's Prayer: The Coherence
of the Pericopes in Jubilees 12:16-27
In this contribution I will concentrate on the prayer of Abram and the sur-
rounding events in the book of Jubilees (12:16-27).1 To be able to address the
question of coherence and tradition of this passage, I will first distinguish
the smaller pericopes from each other within this passage on the basis of
their use of words and theme. I will then try to show how they are inter-
related. Finally, I will look into the way Jub 12:16-27 is embedded in the book
and try to identify the traditions within this passage.
The events that take place around Abram's prayer (12:16-27) can be divided
into four pericopes: (a) Abram observes the stars (vv. 16-18); (b) Abram's
prayer (19-22a); (c) God's answer (22b-24); and (d) Abram learns Hebrew
(25-27). With the exception of the third pericope, which is a rewriting of Gen
12:1-3, these pericopes can be considered additions to the biblical text of
Genesis. They are distinguished from each other by subject and the repeti-
tion of words. Because of the length of the passages as a whole, I will present
first the text of the smaller peri copes, followed by a short description of the
literary unity of each pericope with regard to subject and use of words. For
1. I will speak consistently about Abram, since his name is changed to Abraham only
in Gen 17:5 (Jub 15:7).
12:22-24 I will also go into the rewriting of the biblical text. After this, I will
deal with the coherence of the four pericopes as a whole.
Jubilees 12:16-18 (Abram observes the stars)2
16a In the sixth week, during its fifth year, Abram sat at night - at
the beginning of the seventh month - to observe the stars from
evening until morning in order to see what would be the
character of the year with respect to the rains.
b He was sitting
c and he was observing.
17a A voice came in his heart
b and he said:
c "All the signs of the stars and signs of the moon and the sun -
all are in the hand of the Lord.
d Why am I seeking?
18a If he wishes
b he will make it rain in the morning and evening;
c and if he wishes,
d he will not make it fall.
e Everything is in his hand."
This first small passage shows the following repetition of words and
phrases: "stars" (12:16a, 17c); "to observe" (12:16a, 16c); "signs" (12:17C);"eve-
ning" and "morning" (12:16a, 18b); "rain" (12:16a, 18b); "to sit" (12:16a, 16b);
"all / everything is in his hand" (12:17c, 18e); and "ifhe wishes" (12:18a, 18c).
The direct speech (12:17C-18)can be characterized as a monologue (12:17a: ''A
voice came in his heart"). Unlike the narrative context, the direct speech
shows a poetical structure in that there is balance between the lines. Within
this structure 12:17C("all are in the hand of the Lord") balances with 12:18e
("Everything is in his hand"). In between these lines, there are two sentences
with an identical beginning (12:18a, c: "if he wishes") followed by an anti-
thetical effect (12:18b, d). It is striking that 12:17d ("Why am I seeking?") is
not balanced by another line. In this way it acquires a certain emphasis.
2. The translation is based on J. c. VanderKam, The Book of Jubilees, II, CSCO 511,
Seriptores Aethiopici, 88 (Louvain: Peeters, 1989).However, I feel free to deviate from this
translation to do justice to the repetition of words.
Jubilees 12:19-22a (Abram's prayer)
19a That night he prayed
b and he said:
c "My God, my God, God most High,
d You alone are my God.
e You have created everything;
f Everything that was and has been is the work of your hands.
g You and your kingdom I have chosen.
20a Save me from the hand of the evil spirits who rule the thoughts
of the people's heart.
b May they not lead me astray from following you, my God.
c Do establish me and my seed until eternity.
d May we not go astray from now until eternity."
21a And he said:
b "Shall I return to Dr of the Chaldeans who are seeking me to
return to them?
c Or am I to sit here in this place?
d Make the path that is straight before you prosper through the
hand of your servant so that he may do (it).
e May I not proceed in the going astray of my heart, my God."
22a He finished his speaking and his praying.
This second passage is introduced with a form of "to pray" (12:19a). It
also ends with a form of "to pray" (12:22a). Abram's prayer can be subdi-
vided into two units: 12:19-20 and 12:21,with both units introduced by "and
he said" (12:19b, 21a). The prayer consists of a combination of a hymn
(12:19c-O and a supplication (12:20a-d, 21d-e). The prayer also includes a
question that cannot be characterized as a supplication (12:21bc). This pas-
sage shows the following repetition of words: "to pray" (12:19a, 22a); "hand"
(12:19f, 20a, 21d); "to go astray" (12:20b, 20d, 21e); "until eternity" (12:20C,
20d); "return" (12:21b [2X]); "my God" (12:19c [2X], 19d, 20b, 21e); and
"heart" (12:20a, 21e). The prayer has a poetical structure in that two subse-
quent lines are balanced by each other with regard to the use of words and
contents (12:19c and 12:19d; 12:1geand 12:19f; 12:20a and 12:20b; 12:20Cand
12:20d; 12:21b and 12:21C;12:21d and 12:21e).3Also in this passage is one un-
balanced line (19g: "You and your kingdom I have chosen").
3. The passage shows parallelism us membrorum, which is characteristic of the
prosodic structure of poetry in the Hebrew Bible.
The third pericope, in which God answers Abram's prayer, can be con-
sidered a rewriting of Gen 12:1-3, the call to go to Canaan. Therefore, I will
now put both texts side by side.4
Genesis 12:1-3
1a And the Lord said to Abram:
lb "Go from your land and your
family and your father's house
to the land that I will show
you.
2a I will make of you a great [ ]
people.
2b I will bless you,
2C and make your name great.
2d You will become a blessing [ ].
3a I will bless those who bless
you,
3b and him who curses you I will
curse;
3C and all the families of the land
will be blessed in you."
Jubilees 12:22b-24 (God's answer)
22b And behold, the word of the
Lord was sent to him through
my hand, saying:
c "Now you, come from your
land, from your family, and
your father's house to the land
that I will show you.
d I will establish you into a large
AND POPULOUS people.
23a I will bless you,
b and make your name great.
c You will become blessed IN
THE LAND.
All the peoples of the land will
be blessed in you.
Those who bless you I will
bless,
and those who curse you I will
curse.
24a I WILL BECOME GOD FOR
YOU, YOUR SON, YOUR
GRANDSON, AND ALL YOUR
SEED.
b DO NOT BE AFRAID.
C FROM NOW UNTIL ALL
THE FAMILIES GENERATIONS
OF THE LAND
I AM YOUR GOD."
4. In the following synoptic overview, I have tried to present a classification of the
similarities and dissimilarities between Genesis and Jubilees. I have used small caps to high-
light those elements of Genesis that do not occur in Jubilees, and vice versa, i.e., the omis-
sions and additions. I have used "normal script" for the corresponding elements between
both texts, i.e., the verbatim quotations of one or more words from the source text in Jubi-
lees, besides additions or omissions. Sometimes there is a rearrangement of words and sen-
tences. I have underlined those elements.
The third pericope, in which God answers Abram's prayer, can be con-
sidered a rewriting of Gen 12:1-3, the call to go to Canaan. This passage
shows the following repetition of words: "to bless" (12:23a, 23C,23d, 23e [2X]);
"to curse" (12:23£); "land" (12:22C [2X], 23C,23d, 24c); "I will become God for
you" (12:24a; cf. 12:24c); and "family" (12:22C,24C ["generations"]). The poet-
ical structure of the passage is reflected in the balance between the two sub-
sequent lines (12:22Cand 12:22d; 12:23a and 12:23b; 12:23Cand 12:23d; 12:23e
and 12:23f; 12:24a and 12:24c). One line is not balanced, namely, 12:24b ("do
not be afraid").
With regard to the text of Gen 12:1-3, Jub 12:22b-24 shows additions
(12:22d; 12:23c; 12:24), variations (12:22b, 22d), and rearrangement (12:23d).
Jub 12:22b can be considered a variation of Gen 12:1a.In fact, it also has some
additions: "and behold"; "the word of"; and "saying," in addition to the vari-
ation "was sent through my hand" instead of "said," and "to him" instead of
"to Abram." This rewriting results in an avoidance of a direct contact be-
tween God and Abram. It is the angel who mediates between them. This me-
diation occurs also in the addition 12:25-26. In Jub 13:3(cf. Gen 12:7), just af-
ter Abram entered the land of Canaan, the Lord here speaks directly to
Abram without the intermediary of an angel. From then onward God ad-
dresses himself directly to Abra(ha)m.
Jub 12:22d uses the word "to put; to establish" (rassaya), where Gen
12:2a has "to make" (:"ltv31; LXX: 1T01£W). The same word is used in Abram's
prayer (12:20C). Possibly the use of rassaya has been influenced by the
blessing in Gen 1p6 ("I will establish [C'tv] your descendants like the dust
of the earth") for which Jub 13:20b reads: "I will establish [rassaya] your
descendants like the sands of the sea."s Also, the addition "and populous"
in Jub 12:22d is possibly influenced by a parallel passage. I refer to Gen
18:18 (C'~31' ",,, ,,,,,: "a great and populous people"). Also, one textual
witness of the Septuagint Gen 12:23 (d 458) adds "and populous" (Kul
1TOAV).6
Jub 12:23Cshows a combination of variation ("blessed" instead of "a
blessing") and addition ("in the land"). This transformation stresses the fact
that Abram is the one who is blessed. It does not focus on his role as being a
5. See also Gen 21:18 ("] will make him ['J~'lV~] a great nation," where Jub 17:7 reads:
"] will make him [rassaya] into a great nation"). Compare Gen 46:3 ("for I will there make of
you [1~'lV~] a great nation," where Jub 44:5 reads: "] will make [sar'a] you into a great na-
tion there"), but the difference between the Ethiopic verbs rassaya and sar'a seems to be very
small. Cf, VanderKam, Book of Jubilees, II, 289,
6. Cf. VanderKam, Book of Jubilees, II, 73-
blessing for others, as can be argued from Gen 12:2d.7 Moreover, Jubilees adds
that Abram is blessed w3sta m3dr, which I have translated here (and in
12:23d) as "in the land."8 This is in conformity with the translation of m3dr
in 12:22C.Moreover, both in Genesis and in Jubilees the blessing of Abram is
related to his entrance into the land. Both in Genesis and Jubilees the prom-
ise of an abundance of offspring is combined with the promise of the land.9
The rearrangement of Gen 12:3Cin Jub 12:23d is possibly due to a spe-
cific view of the poetic structure of the passage. In Gen 12:1-3one can point
to a balance between 12:1b and 12:2a; 12:2b and 12:2C;12:3a and 12:3C.In this
structure both Gen 12:2d and 12:3Care not balanced by any adjacent line. By
putting Gen 12:3Cafter Gen 12:2d (in Jub 12:23Cd) and, moreover, by adding
the words "in the land" to Gen 12:2d, Jubilees strengthens the balance be-
tween these lines (Gen 12:2d, 3c). The use of "peoples" ('abzab) instead of
"families" (l1m:llZl~;Eth. 'azmad) is possibly influenced by the use of "peo-
ples" in comparable contexts: Gen 18:18 ("and all the peoples of the land will
be blessed in him") and Gen 22:18 (cf. Gen 26:4) ("and in your seed will all
the peoples of the land bless themselves"). Note, however, that Gen 28:14 uses
the word "families" ("and in you and your seed will all the families of the
land be blessed").
The reading in Jub 12:23f (" those who curse you"; plural) instead of the
7. R. W. L. Moberly, The Bible, Theology, and Faith: A Study of Abraham and Jesus,
Cambridge Studies in Christian Doctrine 5 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000),
124, and Keith N. Gruneberg, Abraham, Blessing, and the Nations: A Philological and
Exegetical Study of Genesis 12:3 in Its Narrative Context, BZAW 332 (Berlin: De Gruyter, 2003),
have argued that Gen 12:2d does not make Abram a source of blessing to others, but rather
promises that he will be signally blessed in such a way that others will notice.
R. So also O. S. Wintermute, "Jubilees: A New Translation and Introduction:' in OT1~
2:Rl. However, in jub 12:23d he translates this by "of the earth." R. H. Charles, The Book of Ju-
bilees or the Little Genesis: Translated from the Editor's Ethiopic Text (London: Adam &
Charles Black, 1(02), 95, and YanderKam, Book of Jubilees, II, 73, translate modr in both cases
by "the earth." K. Berger, [)as Buch der Jubilaen, JSHRZ, Y.3 (Gutersloh: Gerd Mohn, 1(81),
395, reads ''<wf der Erde."
9. Israel has the status of God's people from the creation onward. Israel is separated
from the other peoples and lives in a sacred space. For the centrality of the land in the book
of jubilees, see). M. Scott, On t'arth as in Heaven: The Restoration of Sacred Time and Sacred
Space in the Book of jubilees, JSjSup 91 (Leiden: Brill, 2005), 161-209. Scott stresses that the
holy land of Israel with its central sanctuary is the focal point of the concept that the goal of
history is the realignment of sacred space with sacred time so that everything will become
"on earth as in heaven." The universalistic strains in the book are subordinated to its
particularistic emphasis on Israel and the temple in the land. The exact boundaries of the
land arc precisely defined.
Masoretic text of Gen 12:3b ("him who curses you"; singular) reflects the
plural reading that is also found in the Samaritan Pentateuch, Septuagint,
and the Peshitta. It is not necessary, therefore, to consider this a variation.
Finally, the most striking element in the rewriting is the addition of
Jub 12:24. In Gen 12:1-3 there are no clues that could explain this addition.
One could, of course, think of a possible influence from comparable pas-
sages, especially from the introduction to the concluding of the covenant in
Gen 17 (Gen 17:1-8). Apart from the promise of the land and of numerous
offspring, the conclusion of the covenant includes a promise that God makes
to Abram and his descendants (Gen 17:7-8: "And I will establish my covenant
between me and you, and your descendants after you throughout their gen-
erations, for an everlasting covenant, to be God to you and to your seed after
you. And I will give to you, and to your descendants after you, the land of
your sojournings, all the land of Canaan, for an everlasting possession, and I
will be their God").l0 Although I would not exclude the possibility that 12:24
alludes to the covenant of Gen 17,God's answer in 12:24 is a confirmation of
Abram's supplication in the first place and reflects the multiple invocation of
"My God, my God, God most high. You alone are my God" (12:19cd).
In the last pericope of this passage Abram learns Hebrew:
Jubilees 12:25-27 (Abram learns Hebrew)
2sa Then the Lord God said to me:
b "Open his mouth and his ears to hear
c and speak with his tongue in the revealed language."
d For from the day of the collapse it had disappeared from the
mouth(s) of all mankind.
26a I opened his mouth, ears, and lips
b and began to speak Hebrew with him - in the language of the
creation.
27a He took his fathers' books
b (they were written in Hebrew)
c and copied them.
d From that time he began to study them,
e while I was telling him everything that he was unable (to
understand).
f He studied them throughout the six rainy months.
In this pericope the narrative in which the actions of Abram playa part is
dominant. This was also true in the first passage (12:16-18). As far as the sub-
ject is concerned (the learning of Hebrew and the studying of the books of
his father), this pericope is somewhat loosely connected with the other pe-
ricopes. Within the peri cope the following repetition of words and phrases
occurs: "to speak in the language" (12:25C,26b); "to open mouth and ears"
(12:25b, 26a); and "Hebrew" (12:26b, 27b).
The four pericopes are distinguished from each other by subject and the use
of words. However, there is coherence in the four passages as a whole. In the
first place, all the pericopes are located in Haran. In the second place, one
can point to a unity of time to a great extent. The events take place when
Abram was seventy-five years of age (d. 12:16: "In the sixth week, during its
fifth year," which is 1951A.M.). The destruction of the house of idols in the
preceding passage took place in the sixtieth year of Abram's life (12:12), after
which it is mentioned that they stayed for fourteen years in Haran (12:15). In
the following passage his departure is dated two years after the prayer (cf.
12:28: "In the seventh year of the sixth week"). The aspect of time is specified
in that the observation of the stars and the prayer took place during the
night (cf. 12:16a, 19a) and the studying of the books during a period of six
months (cf. 12:270. Moreover, both in the beginning and at the end the text
climatological circumstances are referred to, namely, the rain (cf. 12:16a, 18,
27). In the third place, one can point to the use of persons. Both in the pre-
ceding (12:12-15) and in the following passage (12:28-13:6) several members
of Abram's family are mentioned, II whereas in 12:16-27 it is mainly Abram
who is the person acting. One sees him watching the stars all alone (12:16-18),
after which he addresses God in prayer (12:19-22a). God answers Abram's
prayer through an angel (12:22-24, 25-26). Finally, it is Abram who copies
and studies the Hebrew books (12:27).
Moreover, one can point to the repetitions of some words that occur in
more than one passage: "night" (12:16a, 19a), "to sit" (12:16a, 16b, 21C),"(all /
11. In 12:12-1S: "Haran" (14a), "his father Terah" (14d), "Terah" (1sa), "he and his sons"
(1sa), and "his father" (lsd). In 12:28-13:7: "his father" (12:28a), "his father Terah" (12:29a),
"Lot the son of your brother Haran" (12:30d; 13:1b), "your brother Nahor" (12:31a), and "his
wife Sarai" (13:lb).
everything in his) hand" (12:17C, 18e, 19f; d. 12:20a, 21d, 22b), "to seek"
(12:17d, 21b), "seed" (12:20C, 24a), "to establish" (12:20C, 22d), and "heart"
(12:17a, 20a, 21e).
The second (Abram's prayer) and the third pericope (God's answer)
are especially interrelated. Abram's questioning of whether he has to return
to Dr of the Chaldeans (12:21bc) not only refers back to the burning down of
the house of idols (12:12-14), but also prepares God's call to leave his land and
his father's house in order to go to the land that he will show him (12:22C).
The supplication in 12:20C("Do establish me and my seed until eternity") is
reflected in the promise that God will bless Abram in this land and establish
him as progenitor of a large and populous people (12:22d-23). The multiple
invocation of "My God, my God, God most high. You alone are my God"
(12:19cd) is reflected in God's answer of "I will become God for you" (12:24a).
The supplication to save him from the hand of the evil spirits (12:20ab) is
not answered explicitly. However, the call to leave his father's house to go to
the land that God will show him (12:22C) can be understood as a liberation
from the power of the evil spirits. In the new land Abram will prosper and be
blessed. He need not be afraid. Several elements in the prayer and its answer
are put chiastically in the text, as is shown in the following table:
A You alone are my God (19d)
B Establish me and my seed (20C)
C Shall 1 return to Dr of the Chaldeans or sit in this place (21bc)?
C' Come from your country (22C)
B' 1 will establish you into a large and populous people (22d-23)
A' 1 will become God for you (24a, c)
The strong similarity in form and content with other prayers in the book of
Jubilees confirms the unity of the passage as a whole (12:16-27). One can
point specifically to Noah's prayer (10:1-14), but Moses' prayer (1:19-21) is
also relevant in this respect. As far as the content is concerned, one can refer
also to Abram's blessing of Jacob (19:26-29). These texts show an affinity to
each other not only because the one who prays begs for God's help to hold
back the influence of the evil spirits, but also because the cause for the
prayer, its form, and God's reaction show similarities.
The following scheme shows the similar structure of Abram's prayer and
that of Noah, together with the cause for the prayer and God's reaction:
Noah's prayer (Jub 10:1-14)
I. Cause for the prayer: dominion of
the evil spirits (10:1-2)
2. Form of the prayer
a. praise (1O:3C-h)
b. supplication (1O:3hi, 4, 5b-6)
3. Actions after the prayer
a. At God's request the angels bind
90 percent of the evil spirits
after intercession by Mastema
(10:7-9, n)
b. God orders the angels to teach
Noah about the medicines
(10:10,12-13)
c. Noah writes in a book and gives
it to his eldest son (10:13,14)
Abram's prayer (Jub 12:16-27)
I. Cause for the prayer: rejection of
astrology through the
recognition of God's power
(12:16-18); dominion of the evil
spirits (12:20ab)
2. Form of the prayer
a. praise (12:19C-f;cf. 12:4)
b. supplication (12:20, 21d-e; d.
n:17bc).
3. Actions after the prayer
a. God answers Abram through an
angel, and calls him to the land
(12:22b-24)
b. God orders the angels to teach
Abram the Hebrew language
(12:25-26)
c. Abram takes the books of his
father and copies them (12:27)
The cause that brought about the prayer is formulated in different
ways. Whereas the dominion of the evil spirits and their threatening of
Noah's grandchildren (10:1-2) form the direct cause for Noah's prayer,
Abram's prayer is caused by the recognition of the omnipotence of God
when he practices astrology (12:16-18). However, Abram does pray to save
himself "from the hand of the evil spirits who rule the thoughts of the peo-
ple's heart" (12:20ab). He continues, praying that they may not lead him
astray from following God. It is possible that the practice of astrology should
be understood as a manifestation of the misleading of the evil spirits. Other
passages in Jubilees show a clear connection between the demons and astrol-
ogy. In 8:1-4 astrology is identified with the illegal teaching of the watchers.
After Kainan was instructed in the art of writing (8:2b), he found an inscrip-
tion on a rock that described the astrological teachings of the watchers "by
which they used to observe the omens of the sun, moon, and stars, and every
heavenly sign" (8:3). These signs were probably used to predict the futureY
Kainan copied these instructions from the stone "and sinned on the basis of
what was in it." The teachings of the watchers contrast with the teachings of
the patriarchs, which were received from the angels.13 As far as the astrologi-
cal teachings of the watchers are concerned, the author is probably referring
to an Enochic tradition. In 1En 6-n the watchers are not only involved in il-
licit sexual practices and violence, but they are also involved in astrological
teachings. 1 En 8:3 says that "Barakiel taught astrologers, and Kokabel por-
tents, and Tamiel taught astrology and Asradel taught the path of the
moon."14 It is remarkable that of all the illicit angelic instructions of the
watchers mentioned in the Book of the Watchers (metalworking, cosmetics,
sorcery, pharmacology, spellbinding, and celestial divination), Jubilees in-
cludes only one.IS
In n:8 one can read that Abram's grandfather Nahor learned from his
father Serug "the studies of the Chaldeans: to practice divination and to au-
gur by the signs of the sky." This forms the direct background for Abram's
predictions of the weather for the coming year in 12:16-18.16 Although n:8
does not show an explicit disapproval of "the studies of the Chaldeans," it is
striking that in the context of Serug's birth the threats of the evil spirits and
their leader Mastema are mentioned (n:4-S). This means that the studies of
the Chaldeans on the practice of divination are closely related to the influ-
12. M. Segal, The Book of jubilees: Rewritten Bible, Redaction, Ideology, and Theology,
jSjSup 117 (Leiden: Brill, 2007), 260 n. 8.
13. Although this is the first time in jubilees that the watchers are connected with as-
trological teachings, it should be remembered that Enoch was born immediately alier the
watchers came down on earth (4:15-16). The first thing he wrote down was concerned with
calendrical and astronomical affairs: "the signs of the sky in accord with the fixed pattern of
their months, so that mankind would know the seasons of the years according to the fixed
patterns of each of their months" (4:17). The angels showed him the dominion of the sun
(4:21), alier which the text continues with mention of the watchers and their illicit inter-
course.
14. A. Lange points to the heavy emphasis on the rejection of astrology in 1 En 8:3,
which is developed further in jub 8:3. Cf. A. Lange, "The Essene Position on Magic and Divi-
nation," in Legal Texts (lnd Legal Issues: Proceedings of the Second Meeting of the International
Organization for Qumran Studies; Published in Honour of joseph M. Baumgarten, ed.
M. Bernstein, F. Garda Martinez, and j. Kampen, STDj 23 (Leiden: Brill, 1997), 377-435 (here
400-402).
15. A. Y. Reed, Fallen Angels and the History ofJudaism and Christianity (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 20(5), 92-93. Cf. Lange, "The Essene Position," 400.
16. Segal, The Book of jubilees, 260.
ence of the evil spirits. In 10:5, the only place in Jubilees that explicitly refers
to a connection between the evil spirits and the watchers (the watchers are
"fathers of these spirits"), the relationship between astrology and evil spirits
is strengthened.1? One can conclude that in both cases the reason that
brought forth the prayer is more or less the same.
As far as the form of the prayer proper is concerned, it consists of a
combination of praise and supplication. In the praise, Noah (10:3) puts em-
phasis on God's grace ("You have shown kindness to me, saved me and my
sons from the flood waters, and did not make me perish as you did to the
people meant for destruction, because your mercy for me has been large,
and your kindness to me has been great"), whereas Abram (12:19C-f; 12:4)
puts an emphasis on God's omnipotence ("My God, my God, God most
High, you alone are my God. You have created everything; everything that
was and has been is the work of your hands").18
In Noah's prayer the supplication contains two elements. On the one
hand, Noah prays that the evil spirits may not rule over Noah's children
(1O:3i:"And may the evil spirits not rule them in order to destroy them from
the earth"; cf. 10:5-6). On the other hand, he prays for a blessing upon him
and his children (10:4: "Now you bless me and my children so that we may
increase, become numerous, and fill the earth"). Both elements occur also in
the supplication in Abram's prayer. The request to save him from the evil
spirits plays an important part (12:20ab: "Save me from the hand of the evil
spirits who rule the thoughts of the people's heart. May they not lead me
astray from following you, my God"). The element of blessing has its parallel
in that Abram asks to establish him and his seed for eternity (12:20C) and
that he as God's servant may work on the right path (12:21d).
With regard to the actions that take place immediately after the prayer,
in both cases there is a twofold action of God, followed by an action of the
supplicant. In both cases God addresses himself not to the supplicant but to
an angel (10:7,10-12; 12:22b, 25-26, 27e). God's first reaction to Noah's prayer
is his commandment to bind all the demons. After Mastema, the leader of
the spirits, protests and asks for some of them to be left before him so he can
17.According to Segal (The Book of Jubilees, 179-80),it is difficult to connect the story
of the watchers (a onetime event in history) with a system that sets up the world order from
creation onward with God and Israel on one side and Mastema, the evil spirits, and the other
nations on the other (cf. jub 2:19-21;15:30-32).Segal considers the connection between these
two viewpoints as a secondary development. It is the result of the wish to integrate the spirit
traditions from I Enoch into a dualistic worldview.
18.Compare also 12:4("He created everything by his word").
exercise his authority among mankind (10:8), God allows him a tenth of
them, and gives orders to bind 90 percent of the evil spirits (10:9). God's first
reaction to Abram's prayer is a direct address to Abram through an angel in
which Abram is summoned to leave his land and his father's house, and to
go to the land that God will show him (12:22-24). The establishment in the
new land seems to have a comparable function as the binding of the evil
spirits. In the land where Abram and his descendants are to be blessed abun-
dantly, the demons will have no influence.19
In the case of both Noah and Abram, God's initial reaction seems not
to be sufficient to save their descendants from the influence of the evil spir-
its. In the subsequent second action, God instructs the angels. They should
teach Noah all the medicines, which could protect him and his sons against
attacks from the evil spirits (10:10, 12), and teach Abram the Hebrew lan-
guage (12:25-26).
Finally, there is a reaction by the one who prays, which is comparable
in both texts. Noah writes down in a book everything the angels have taught
him. Thereafter, he gives all his books to his oldest son Shem (10:13-14).20
Abram, who is from the line of Shem, learns Hebrew, takes his father's
books, then copies and studies them (12:27). The mention of "his father's
books" in 12:27 makes the connection with 10:13-14 explicit. Neither the
binding of 90 percent of the demons nor his establishment in the land will
give complete protection against the threat of the spirits. Books should also
19. Compare this with Noah's supplication in which the request that the evil spirits
might not rule over Noah's children is put next to the request for a blessing upon his chil-
dren (cf. 1O:3i and 4a-d).
20. According to Segal (The Book of Jubilees, 171-73), the "book" (singular) in 10:13
cannot be identical with the "books" (plural) in 10:14. The reason to hand over the books to
Shem ("because he loved him much more than all his sons") does not match up with the
medicines, which were meant for all Noah's offspring. The transition from singular to plural
even points to separate sources. The nature of the "books" (plural), which Noah handed
over to his son Shem, should be understood in the light of the chain of tradition in which
knowledge is handed over from generation to generation (7:38-39; 12:27; 21:10; 39:6; 45:16). In
my opinion, one should not stress too much the transition from singular to plural. The fact
that Noah writes a book with regard to medicines (10:13) does not exclude the fact that he
has written other books. Enoch has written a book (4:17-19, 21-23), and in the end of his tes-
tament (7:38-39) Noah refers to that tradition. It is quite plausible that the new knowledge
that Noah has received is going to belong to the chain of tradition. Moreover, it is really the
offspring of Shem who have to be protected against the influence of the spirits. The spirits
are permitted to have influence only over other peoples (15:31-32; cp.IO:8). Nevertheless, it is
true that the plural in 10:14 shows that it is not just the knowledge with regard to medicines
that is handed over.
be studied, books that contain, among other things, medicines against the
attacks of evil spirits.
In conclusion, the comparison of Abram's prayer with that of Noah
shows the similar structure of both texts. This confirms, moreover, the for-
mal unity and the coherence in regard to the content of 12:16-27.
There is also a similarity between Abram's prayer with its preceding and fol-
lowing events and Moses' prayer (1:19-21) in the context of 1:5-2:1. The fol-
lowing scheme shows the structure of Moses' prayer, together with the cause
for it, and God's reaction:
Moses' prayer (Jub 1:5-2:1)
1. Cause for the prayer (1:5-18)
2. Form of the prayer - supplication (1:19-21)
3. Actions after the prayer
a. God answers Moses with regard to his dealing with the people
(1:22-24); Moses receives an order to write (1:25)
b. God orders the angel of the presence to dictate the story of history
to Moses (1:27-2:1)
Despite a structure comparable to Abram's prayer, the cause for Moses'
prayer seems to be somewhat different. Moses is reacting to a direct speech
from God to him (1:5-18) in which the Deuteronomistic scheme of sin, punish-
ment, repentance, and restoration can be found. Because of the direct interac-
tion between God and Moses, God addresses Moses directly through the reac-
tions to the prayer (1:22-25) and not through an angel, as was the case with
Noah's and Abram's prayers. It is remarkable, however, that God also addresses
Moses indirectly through an angel, since he orders the angels to dictate the
story of Jubilees to Moses. Moses' prayer (1:19-21)mainly consists of supplica-
tion, although some elements of praise are integrated (20a: "your mercy"; 21a:
"whom you have rescued from Egyptian control by your great power").
The structure of the supplication shows strong parallelism between
the parts of the prayer:
A 0 Lord my God, do not allow your people and your inheritance
to go along in the strayings of their hearts (19d)
B and do not deliver them into the hands of the nations, with the
result that they rule over them (1gef),
C lest they make them sin against you (19g).
A' May your mercy, Lord, be raised over your people (20a).
Create for them a just spirit (20b).
B' May the spirit of Belial not rule over them (20C')
D so as to bring charges against them before you (20C")
C' and to ensnare them away from every proper path (20d)
so that they may be wiped away from your presence (20e).
A" They are your people and your inheritance whom you have
rescued from Egyptian control (hands) by your great power (21a).
Create for them a pure heart and a holy spirit (21b).
C" May they not be trapped in their sins from now to eternity (21C).
The prayer requests a just spirit from God for his people lest they follow the
strayings of their heart (A). The parallelism between Band B' shows that the
nations are put parallel with the "spirit of Belial." Both can rule over Israel.
This means at the same time that both can cause Israel to sin against God
(C). Whereas the nations cannot bring charges against Israel before God, the
spirit of Belial is able to do so (D). Compare 1:19-21in this respect with 15:30-
33, in which God lets the spirits rule over the nations. God himself chooses
Israel to be his people. Only God is Israel's ruler.
As far as the use of words and phrases is concerned, Moses' prayer has
several similarities with Noah's and Abram's prayers. I refer to 1:19d ("the
strayings of their hearts"; see 12:20ab, d, 21e;cf. 11:17);1:20a ("May your mercy,
Lord, be lifted over your people" (cf. 1O:3h); 1:20C ("May the spirit of Belial
not rule over them so as to bring charges against them before you"; see 12:20;
1O:3i,6a); 1:20d ("to ensnare them away from every proper path"; cf. 12:21d).
With regard to the actions that take place immediately after the prayer,
there is a twofold action by God followed by an action not by the supplicant,
but by the angel of the presence. God addresses himself directly to the sup-
plicant (1:22-26) and not to an angel, as was the case after Noah's and
Abram's prayers (10:7, 10-12; 12:22b, 25-26, 27e). God's first reaction is a
speech to Moses in which he tells about the future repentance and restora-
tion of the people. In this speech Moses is ordered to write down everything
God makes known. In the subsequent, second speech, God instructs the an-
gel of the presence to dictate the story to Moses (1:27-28). Finally, the angel
takes the tables of the division of the years and starts to dictate to Moses the
content of history (1:29-2:1).
Finally, I would like to refer to Abraham's blessing for Jacob (19:26-29).
There are several similarities with Abram's prayer. Abraham begs God to
protect Jacob against the evil spirits (19:28a: "May the spirits of Mastema not
rule over you and your descendants to remove you from following the Lord
who is your God from now and forever"). The terminology that is used re-
sembles that of Abram's prayer (12:20).21 Immediately after this Abraham
prays that God may be Jacob's father and Jacob his firstborn son (19:29:
"May the Lord God become your father and you his first-born son and peo-
ple for all time"). From the point of view of Jubilees, this means that God has
chosen Jacob (Israel) from the beginning of time to be his unique people
and his firstborn son (ef. 2:20). The consequence of this election is God's di-
rect dominion over Israel. In contrast to this, spirits are appointed to control
the other nations (cf. Deut 32:8-9; 4:19-20; Sir 17:17;Jub 15:30-32). The spirits
mislead the nations on purpose and let them sin.22 Although a father-son re-
lationship between God and Israel is not at stake in Abram's prayer, one
could say the confirmation of "I will become God for you, your son, your
grandson, and all your seed" (12:24) implies that the spirits cannot take on
that role. The spirits rule only over the other nations. The confirmation in
12:24 can therefore be taken as an answer to Abram's supplication to save
him from the dominion of the evil spirits.
Although the text of Jubilees is guided to a large extent by the biblical books
of Genesis and Exodus as far as content and sequence are concerned, one
should acknowledge that other sources and traditions are also incorporated
into the book. The third pericope (Jub 12:22b-24) can be considered a re-
writing of Gen 12:1-3. The other pericopes are additions with regard to the
biblical text. Abram's prayer is closely connected with the other prayers in
21.Compare also 1:20;10:8; 11:5.
22. Cf. Segal, The Book of Jubilees, 257-59.
the book. The prayers are caused by the threat of evil spirits. In the Bible
there is no demonology. In Genesis one can read nothing about demons.
Within Jubilees, however, demons occur in several places, especially in rela-
tion to the spread of mankind on the earth after the flood. They belong to
the time of Noah and the early Abram, although they continue to operate in
later times. Apart from the term "demon" (I:l1C; 7:27; 1cb, 2; 22:17), "( evil)
spirit" is also used (10:3,5,8,11,13; 11:4,5; 12:20; 15:31,32; 19:28). The demons
are charged with causing bloodshed and with inciting people to kill each
other. In this respect Jubilees seems to be influenced by other sources. The
teaching about the demons seems to be part of the wider influence of mate-
rial originating from the Enochic traditions.23 One can point especially to
the influence of 1 Enoch (Book of the Watchers). Jubilees shares the funda-
mental pattern of the Book of the Watchers in which the angels descended
from heaven, married women, and sinned with them. Their children were
the giants. In 1En 15:8-16:1 it is described how the evil spirits came out of the
carcasses of the giants and how they were threatening humanity: they do vi-
01ence, make desolate, attack and wrestle and hurl upon the earth.24 Jubilees
seems not to be completely consistent here in that the demons are men-
tioned as the emanations from the angels themselves (10:5: "your watchers,
the fathers of these spirits"), whereas it also understands the giants as the
sons of the watchers (5:1,6-10).25 Moreover, it shows some deviations from
23. For the influence of Enochic traditions in the book of jubilees, see especially j. C.
VanderKam, "Enoch Traditions in Jubilees and Other Second-Century Sources;' in SBLSP 1
(1978),229-51 (reprinted in VanderKam, From Revelation to Canon: Studies in the Hebrew Bi-
ble and Second Temple Literature, JSJSuP 62 [Leiden: Brill, 2000], 305-31). This work influ-
enced his Enoch and the Growth of an Apocalyptic Tradition, CBQMS 16 (Washington, D.C.:
Catholic Bible Association of America, 1984), 179-88, and formed the basis of a chapter in
Enoch: A Man for All Generations, Studies on Personalities of the Old Testament (Columbia:
University of South Carolina Press, 1995), nO-21. See also, some of his predecessors: R. H.
Charles, The Book of Jubilees or the Little Genesis (London, 1902), xliv, 36-39, 43-44; P. Grelot,
"La legende d'Henoch dans les apocryphes et dans la Bible. Origine et signification," RSR 46
(1958): 5-26, 181-210; j. T. Milik, The Book of Enoch: Aramaic Fragments of Qumran Cave 4
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1976). VanderKam is followed by, e.g., G. W. E. Nickels-
burg, 1 Enoch 1: A Commentary on the Book of 1 Enoch, Chapters 1-36; 81-108, Hermeneia
(Minneapolis: Fortress, 2(01), 71-76.
24. j. C. VanderKam, "The Demons in the Book of Jubilees;' in Demons: The Demon-
ology of Israelite-Jewish and Early Christian Literature in Context of Their Environment, ed.
A. Lange, H. Lichtenberger, and K. F. Diethard Romheld (TUbingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2003),
339-64 (here 348-50); Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch 1, 267-75.
25. Jubilees possibly preserves several older traditions about the watchers. See
Dimant, VanderKam, Segal.
its source text, e.g., the demons are put under the authority of Mastema
(10:8; 11:5; 19:28; 49:2; cf. n:n; 17:16; 18:9, 12; 48:2, 3-4, 9, 12-18). This leader of
the demons is probably no demon himself, but a sort of evil angel. He is,
however, not one of the watchers, because they are tied up in the depths of
the earth until the great day of judgment (5:6-11). The demons do everything
Mastema tells them, so that he is able to exercise the authority of his will
among mankind to punish them for their evil (ef. 10:8).
In the prayer of Abram and the surrounding events (Jub 12:16-27), I identi-
fied four pericopes that are distinguished from each other by subject and the
use of words. These pericopes are not disconnected, however. I pointed to
the coherence of the four passages as a whole. There is unity of place
(Haran), of time (the seventy-fifth year in Abram's life), and of persons
(mainly Abram). A comparison of Abram's prayer with other prayers in the
book of Jubilees (1:19-21; 10:1-14; 19:26-29) showed the strong connection be-
tween them in structure and content. The prayers are mostly included in the
book of Jubilees as additions with regard to the biblical text of Genesis and
Exodus. They are caused by the threat of evil spirits. In God's answer to the
prayer's supplication, several means are put into action, such as dictating
from the heavenly tablets, binding 90 percent of the evil spirits, teaching
about medicines, copying and studying books, and making a promise to live
in the land.
Abram's and Noah's prayers, the preceding events, and their acts of
writing afterward can be seen as a sort of prefiguration of Moses' prayer and
the dictating and copying of the book of Jubilees itself. In all these cases,
there is a relationship between the teaching of the angels and the content of
the book. The books contain the information necessary in the conflict with
the evil spirits and are handed down from generation to generation.
Through Jacob, information is handed over to Levi (Jub 45:16), Moses' great-
grandfather. 26
26. An important element in the rewriting of Genesis and Exodus in the book of Jubi-
lees is the struggle against foreign influences, from evil spirits to other nations. The rewrit-
ing seems not to be a rewriting for no particular reason, but a means of using the biblical
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